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PRICE LIST AMED/TULAMBEN - DIVE

BLACK DOT = SHORE DIVES WHITE DOT = BOAT DIVE

FUN DIVE - PER DAY - For certified divers

ALL SHORE DIVE 2D/Day 60US$ - USAT LIBERTY, CORAL GARDEN/DROPOFF etc, etc

70US$ 75US$

42US$ 48US$

Boat Dive 2D/Day Jemeluk/Pyramides 
1D per day without BOAT
3D per day without BOAT

88US$

Other Boat Dive Sites 2D/Day 
1D per day with Boat 
NIGHT DIVE

48US$

MULTI-DAY SAFARI PACKAGE - Including one night dive

all dives sites above according to weather condition and diving schedule
9 Dives Safari Package - 3/4 days 11 Dives Safari Package - 4/5 days280US$ 315US$

Remark: All of our rates for diving include a professional guide, full equipment, refreshments, local transport and taxes; hotel pickup and drop at

Amed Bay area, set lunch(excluding 1D per day), PADI certification

We provide accommodation + diving package too, just ask for more information. Transport service from south and excursions can be arranged too.
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PRICE LIST PENIDA - DIVE

FUN DIVE - PER DAY - For certified divers

All dives sites above according to weather condition and diving schedule 
2 Tanks boat dive/day, same price for all dive site,no extra fuel charge
3 tanks boat dive/day, same price for all dive site,no extra fuel charge
Own equipment: -5%

Three days or more: -10%

Groups of 4 or more booked in advance: -5%

Dive professionals:-10%

Total maximum discount: -15%

Computer rental per day: 10US$

15L tank rental (per tank): 5US$

108US$
148US$

Private guide per day 2D for fun diving: 35$US

Remark:Prices include a professional guide, full equipment, refreshments, local transport and taxes; hotel pickup and drop within 5kms

We provide accommodation + diving package too, just ask for more information. Transport service from port and excursions can be arranged 

too.
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